STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
WAKE COUNTY
BEFORE THE STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS
IN THE MATTER OF: PROTEST OF
ELECTION IN THE CONTEST FOR
THE DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION
FOR WINSTON-SALEM CITY COUNCIL
(SOUTH WARD) BROUGHT BY JOHN C.
LARSON

)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER

THIS MATTER CAME BEFORE THE STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS (“State Board”) following
a preliminary hearing conducted by the Forsyth County Board of Elections (“Forsyth Board”) and the State
Board’s assumption of jurisdiction over a portion of an amended protest filed by John C. Larson regarding
the March Primary Election held in the Democratic nomination contest for the Winston-Salem City
Council, South Ward (“Amended Protest”). The State Board heard this matter on April 6, 2016 in Raleigh,
during which the Protestor was represented by attorneys William Gilkeson, Jr. of the Wake County Bar and
William Hoyt (appearing pro hac vice), the Forsyth Board was represented by its Director of Elections Tim
Tsujii, and Carolyn Highsmith appeared pro se.
The State Board conducted a hearing to determine whether there was substantial evidence that a violation
of election law or other irregularities or misconduct occurred and was sufficiently serious to cast doubt on
the apparent result of the election. After reviewing written submissions and hearing argument from the
parties and the Forsyth Board, the State Board finds, concludes, and orders the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Larson and Highsmith were candidates in the Democratic nomination contest for the
Winston-Salem City Council, South Ward held March 15, 2016 (“Primary Contest”); and

2.

On March 24, 2016, the Forsyth Board canvassed results for the Primary Contest with the
following results: Highsmith (2,029 votes) and Larson (2,023 votes); and

3.

On March 29, 2016, Larson timely filed his protest with the Forsyth Board pursuant to
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163-182.9 (March 25, 2016 was a state holiday), which he later amended
on April 1, 2016; and

4.

On April 1, 2016, the Forsyth Board held a preliminary hearing on the Amended Protest, after
which the board scheduled a substantive hearings on the allegations contained in the Amended
Protest; and

5.

The Forsyth Board permitted Larson to speak during the preliminary hearing, though they
prevented Highsmith from doing so; and

6.

On April 1, 2016, the State Board assumed jurisdiction narrowly over the portion of the
Amended Protest alleging ballots were improperly issued and cast, allowing remaining
allegations to proceed before the Forsyth Board; and

7.

On April 6, 2016, all parties addressed the State Board at a public hearing in Raleigh, and
Highsmith confirmed she had been permitted to argue her position fully before the State Board;
and

8.

Due to errors by precinct elections officials on Election Day, a number of voters in excess of
the margin of victory cast ballots that improperly omitted the Primary Contest; and

9.

Due to errors by precinct elections officials on Election Day, a number of voters cast ballots
that improperly included the Primary Contest; and

10.

The Forsyth Board is unable to retrieve affected ballots and to determine the accurate results
in the Primary Contest; and

11.

Precinct elections officials issued improper ballots in sufficient quantities to change the
outcome of the election and this irregularity casts doubt on the apparent result in the Primary
Contest; and

12.

The Forsyth Board is scheduled to hold a county-wide primary election on June 7, 2016; and

13.

It is logistically viable to order that a new election in the Primary Contest be held on
June 7, 2016, at considerable savings to Forsyth County; and

14.

The State Board held a vote in open session, unanimously (5-0) ordering that a new election in
the Primary Contest be held on June 7, 2016.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Jurisdiction over this matter is proper pursuant to N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163-182.12; and

2.

Adequate notice of the State Board’s hearing was provided to all necessary parties; and

3.

Errors by the Forsyth Board during its preliminary hearing did not result in prejudice against
any party in subsequent proceedings before the State Board; and

4.

Responsibility for issuing appropriate ballots rests with the Forsyth Board and its precinct
elections officials whose job it is to ensure the smooth administration of elections under law.
An alternative rule would hold “innocent voters for the mistake, or even the willful misconduct,
of election officials in performing the duty cast upon them. The object of election laws is to
secure the rights of duly-qualified electors, and not to defeat them.” Owens v. Chaplin, 228
N.C. 705, 711 (1948) (quoting People v. Wood, 148 N.Y. 142, 42 (1895)); and

5.

A new election is authorized when at least four (4) members of the State Board agree that
eligible voters sufficient in number to change the outcome of the election were improperly
prevented from voting pursuant to N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163-182.13(a)(2); and

6.

When a new election is ordered, appendant protest claims are moot as a matter of law.

It is, therefore, ORDERED:
The Forsyth Board of Elections shall hold a new election in the Democratic nomination contest for
the Winston-Salem City Council, South Ward on June 7, 2016, consistent with the requirements
set out in N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163-182.13 and 8 N.C. Admin. Code 2.0113. It is further ordered

that the Forsyth Board provide notice of the new election at the earliest possible date, that
absentee voting be provided in the manner prescribed for all other elections held on June
7, 2016, and that The Forsyth Board of Elections dismiss all other allegations contained in
the Amended Protest.
This the seventh day of April, 2016.

_______________________________
A. Grant Whitney, Jr., Chair
State Board of Elections
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1

PROCEEDINGS

2

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

It's now 11:01.

11:01 a.m.
I'm Grant

3

Whitney from Charlotte.

4

Board of Elections.

5

protest from the Democratic nomination for Winston-Salem

6

City Council brought by John C. Larson.

7

I'm the chairman of the State

We are here in the matter of a

I need to start by reading the rules regarding

8

ethics.

From North Carolina General Statute 138-15(e):

9

In accordance with the State Government Ethics Act, it

10

is the duty of every board member to avoid both conflicts

11

of interest and appearances of conflict.

12

Does any board member have any known conflict

13

of interest or appearance of conflict of interest with

14

respect to any matters coming before the board today?

15

If so, please identify the conflict or appearance of

16

conflict and refrain from any undue participation in this

17

matter.

18

(No response.)

19

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

So hearing no conflicts,

20

we'll move on.

21

recommendation for the Forsyth County Board of Elections

22

who are going to in part retain jurisdiction, but we've

23

accepted a partial appeal on this, and thus we've called

24

this hearing.

25

The--I think this came to us from

I think what I'd like to know is for the

5
1

interested parties maybe to just identify themselves so

2

we can have that in the record, and then we can call for

3

some testimony or witnesses.

4

MR. BAKER:

Mr. Chairman, might I make

5

a request that--I understand this is the main reason we

6

are here, but there is another matter that I would like

7

for us to consider adding to the agenda.

8

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

9

MR. BAKER:

That would be concerning

10

the June primary election.

We in essence need to

11

consider the number of ballots to be printed for a second

12

primary.

13

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

14

MR. BAKER:

I think under North

15

Carolina law the requirement is ballots be printed

16

equivalent to the number of registered voters, but in a

17

second primary, it can be considered that twice the

18

number of ballots be printed that were cast in the first

19

primary.

20

If we could consider that, we could consider

21

this is saving a lot of printing costs later on.

22

would like to add that to the agenda for us to take up

23

at an appropriate time.

24
25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

So I

Well, can we knot this up

in about five minutes and get that out of the way just

6
1

so we won't--because we're not exactly sure how long this

2

hearing's going to run, hopefully not too long.

3

Kim, you were giving me a little bit of the

4

background, and Josh, a little earlier.

5

hear from the staff a little bit about your

6

recommendation for me.

7

Well, not as risk but involved, but I'd like just for the

8

public to hear what we're doing--

9
10
11
12

If I could just

I understand what's at risk here.

DIRECTOR STRACH:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--or recommending if we do

so recommend.
DIRECTOR STRACH:

Right.

As Judge Baker

13

indicated, the administrative rule requires all counties

14

to print ballots at 100 percent of the total registration

15

for the county which is a significant expense for the

16

counties, and history short of shows that in second

17

primaries and runoffs and even stand-alone elections, you

18

certainly don't have the turnout that you have during

19

primaries or general elections.

20

between three and five percent.

21

Generally it's around

So there is another administrative rule that

22

applies to second primaries and runoffs and says you have

23

to just double the number of people that actually showed

24

up in the first primary and have that number of ballots

25

or that style available.

7
1

And I think that would be the appropriate thing

2

for us to do.

3

amount of money.

4

what they need, but that would definitely suffice rather

5

than having to do 100 percent.

6

That was save counties a significant
There likely will be more ballots than

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Right.

Well, Judge, I

7

would entertain a motion, since you wanted it on the

8

agenda, based upon what Madam Executive Director has

9

said.

10

Would you care to make a motion?
MR. BAKER:

First I will--I'll make a

11

motion that that actually be added to our agenda.

12

think--

I

13

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

14

MR. BAKER:

--as just a formality our

15

agenda was prepared without that on it, so I think first

16

I need to make a motion that we add that to the agenda.

17

MS. AMOROSO:

All right, and I'll second

19

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

20

(No response)

21

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

22

(Unanimous vote in the affirmative.)

23

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

24

(No response)

25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

18

that.
Any discussion?

All in favor say aye.

Opposed, no.

It's on the agenda.

Now

8
1

if you'd like to make a motion, we'll just go ahead and

2

move it to the top, so we can resolve this.

3

MR. BAKER:

All right.

My motion would

4

be that for the June 7th primary election since that is

5

a second primary, that the counties may at their

6

discretion prepare and fully distribute ballots in a

7

number equal to at least twice the number of ballots

8

issued in the March statewide primary election.

9

The purpose of this motion it to avoid the

10

printing of millions of unnecessary ballots probably

11

which I believe would save the state between one and a

12

half and two million dollars overall.

13

that motion.

14

So I will make

MS. AMOROSO:

I'd like to second that

16

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Any discussion?

17

MR. MALCOLM:

Just so I'm--Josh Lawson,

15

motion.

18

just so I'm clear, so in the code 4.0303, paren,

19

subparen, 4--(a)(4) is what we're referring to, correct?

20

MR. BAKER:

That's correct.

21

MR. MALCOLM:

So although the code uses

22

the word "shall," you're under the opinion that we can,

23

technically--although it is a first primary, you're of

24

the opinion that we can interpret it a different way.

25

MR. LAWSON:

No, sir.

You would be

9
1

using your special authority given to you for this

2

primary only under section law 2016-2, sub 3.

3

MR. MALCOLM:

So it's not based on this.

4

MR. LAWSON:

It's not--it would be

5

notwithstanding the requirement that is ordinarily

6

applied.

7

that applies only to this election.

This would be a stand-alone temporary order

8

MR. MALCOLM:

That's all I need to know.

9

MR. BAKER:

I believe I misstated then,

10

and I apologize for that.

11
12

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Oh, this is statewide

basis, right?

13

DIRECTOR STRACH:

Right.

14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Not related to any

15

particular county.

16

a second.

17

Okay, I think we've had a motion and

Any further discussion?
MR. McCUE:

I'm sorry.

19

DIRECTOR STRACH:

Yes.

20

MR. McCUE:

Okay.

21

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All in favor say aye.

22

(Unanimous vote in the affirmative.)

23

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

24

(No response)

25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

18

Did we get a

second?

Opposed, no.

Both motions carry.

Thank

10
1

you, Judge.

2

MR. BAKER:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

3

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All right.

Okay, just if

4

any--if the folks in this room want to speak, could you

5

just stand and identify yourself and tell me who you are

6

or who you represent.

7

MR. LARSON:

My name is John Larson.

8

I am the protester in this case, candidate for the South

9

Ward, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

10

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you.

11

MS. HIGHSMITH:

And I'm Carolyn Highsmith,

12

and I'm the certified winner from the South Ward

13

Democratic primary for city council.

14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

15

MR. TSUJII:

And I'm Tim Tsujii,

16

director of elections for the Forsyth County Board of

17

Elections office.

18

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

19

MR. GILKESON:

I am William Gilkeson.

I'm

20

an attorney with Bailey & Dixon, and I'm representing--

21

one of the people representing Mr. Larson.

22

MR. HOYT:

I am William Hoyt.

I'm the

23

treasurer of the Larson campaign.

I'm a lawyer admitted

24

out of state, and I would like to appear in front of this

25

board (unintelligible).

11
1

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I'm okay with that.

Thank

2

you.

Well, I'm just thinking, unless somebody on the

3

Board has a different--or that we ought to hear from the

4

executive director of the Forsyth County Board as to what

5

your version of what transpired here is just to sort of

6

get us started, and then we'll let the parties make their

7

presentations after I kind of hear from you what you feel

8

happened or didn't.

9

MR. TSUJII:

So again, my name is Tim

10

Tsujii.

11

County Board of Elections office.

12

I'm the director of elections for the Forsyth

Mr. John Larson, candidate for the South Ward,

13

Winston-Salem South Ward Democratic primary contest,

14

submitted a written request for an elections protest with

15

regards to irregularities of issuance of ballot styles,

16

incorrect ballot styles being given to voters in

17

precincts within the South Ward.

18

We, "we" being the staff of the Forsyth County

19

office, had identified and I believe this list of voters

20

have been provided to all members of the state board as

21

well as all the interested parties--interested parties

22

with respect to this protest.

23

As of last night, in completing our final

24

audits of identifying affected voters in the South Ward.

25

I've come up with a total of 54 voters, and of those 54

12
1

voters, 31 were identified as being given an incorrect

2

ballot style when they should have been given the ballot

3

style that included the South Ward democratic primary

4

contest.

5

In addition, we identified 12 voters that were

6

given ballot styles that did include the South Ward

7

contest when in fact they were not eligible to vote for

8

that contest.

9

identified as just simply being given the incorrect

10

And then 11 additional voters were

ballot style and had no effect.

11

MS. AMOROSO:

Could I interrupt you?

12

MR. TSUJII:

Yes.

13

MS. AMOROSO:

Your numbers have changed

14

since the papers we have received.

15

31 ballots.

16

now?

17
18

Originally you had

Are they now--is this a different number

MR. TSUJII:

So as of last night, the

final list that I had provided, it shows 31.

19

MS. AMOROSO:

Thirty-one.

20

MR. TSUJII:

Yes.

21

MR. MALCOLM:

Has that information been

22

provided to both parties?

23

MR. TSUJII:

Yes.

24

MR. MALCOLM:

Was it sent to them last

25

evening?

Yes, it has.

13
1

MR. TSUJII:

Yes, it was.

2

MR. MALCOLM:

By you?

3

MR. TSUJII:

Yes.

4

MR. MALCOLM:

How long have you been the

6

MR. TSUJII:

Four weeks.

7

MR. MALCOLM:

Where did you come from?

8

MR. TSUJII:

Guilford County.

9

MR. MALCOLM:

Thanks.

MR. TSUJII:

So those are the voters

5

10

director?

11

that have been identified in terms of any ballot styles

12

that had been incorrectly issued.

13

voters being the basis of Mr. Larson's protest and the

14

irregularities.

15

MR. MALCOLM:

And so that is--those

Those are the basis for

16

this particular aspect of it, but y'all had other

17

problems as well.

18

MR. TSUJII:

Possibly.

We hadn't

19

conducted a full due diligence similar to this with

20

respect to the precincts outside of the South Ward.

21

completed our full audit and reconciliation that's

22

required for the canvas process, but this procedure

23

required us to go more in depth and required us to

24

identify, actually pull out all of the authorizations of

25

vote applications for the voters of the South Ward

We

14
1

precincts.

2

There are 11 precincts within the South Ward,

3

and sort and organize the ATVs in a fashion to where we

4

can identify the full count of each ballot style issued

5

and compare those numbers to the machine tapes of the

6

M100 tabulators, and so based on the comparisons of those

7

numbers, that's how we were able to identify the list of

8

54 voters was in the South Ward.

9

MR. MALCOLM:

10
11

Was it a systemic issue or

was it limited to a couple of particular precincts?
MR. TSUJII:

It was, I'd say, specific

12

to a couple of the precincts in particular.

13

precinct 607 where the crux of the irregularities sort

14

of originated.

15

So there was

It was where the--those precinct officials at

16

607, Precinct 607, did not realize that they had an

17

additional Democratic ballot style.

18

ballot style for the democratic contest, and so they had

19

been giving or issuing one kind of democratic ballot

20

styles to the democratic voters.

There was a separate

21

It was--that issue was identified early in the

22

morning, and thereafter they were able to make sure that

23

they issued the correct democratic ballot styles

24

afterwards.

25

MR. MALCOLM:

Do your poll workers at the

15
1

precinct 607 and the other precincts match the ATVs to

2

the ballot style manually or do they use the gun like we

3

do down in Robeson County to give them the

4

(unintelligible)?

5

MR. TSUJII:

So they do use--they do use

6

a lot of scanning process, but it was not the scanning

7

process that you're referring to.

8

((unintelligible) software.

9

And the precinct officials are asked to scan every single

We use the EBID

That's their VR systems.

10

ATV out at the polling places to update the voter

11

history, and that includes the scanning process that

12

you're referring to.

13

MR. MALCOLM:

So did that occur?

14

MR. TSUJII:

It did for--there were

15

several ballots that we did have to go back in and scan

16

after the election.

17

this.

18

where if they have high turnout, high volume of voters.

19

It's almost impossible for them to be able to

So, now, I will go ahead and say

There--we will encounter several polling places

20

scan every single ATV while trying to serve the voters

21

on election day, and so there are going to be times where

22

(a) they'll either miss the ATV or (b) not have the

23

ability to scan those authorization to vote forms right

24

then and there.

25

But the staff will then go--as part of the

16
1

canvas process, will go afterwards and finish the

2

scanning process.

3
4

MR. MALCOLM:

Is that process not a means

by which to avoid this from occurring?

5

MR. TSUJII:

No.

It still wouldn't have

6

avoided this situation.

7

issuance of the ballots, the incorrect ballots, which is

8

the process that takes place prior to the scanning.

9

it's not associated with the scanning procedures.

10

Again, it had to do with the

MR. MALCOLM:

So

Because you're not--because

11

y'all don't follow the process that I'm referring to

12

where you can actually scan the ATV and the ballot itself

13

to get that--what's that called, George, Josh, that crazy

14

signal?

15
16

MR. McCUE:

Yeah, the scan

(unintelligible).

17

MR. LAWSON:

We call it a Happy B.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

Yes.

19
20
21
22

technical phrases.

We use a lot of

So you guys don't do the Happy B.

MR. TSUJII:

We don't do the Happy B

process, correct.
CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I know what an ATV is.

23

It's not something with four wheels.

Tell me a little

24

bit about--you said precinct 607 has--early on in the day

25

the workers at precinct 607 did not recognize there was

17
1

a different Democratic ballot style.

2

what one style was versus--

Could you tell me

3

MR. TSUJII:

Sure.

4

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--the other so we can kind

5

of know that there were two things out there, but I take

6

it what I'm hearing you say is there were two things out

7

there, but they were only distributing from one pile.

8

Is that a fair--

9
10
11

MR. TSUJII:

Right.

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--so that there is

simplification.

12

MR. TSUJII:

Two affected ballot styles

13

at that precinct in particular is D025, which does not

14

include the South Ward contest, versus D030.

15

provide--

And I can

16

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Why don't we just--

17

MR. TSUJII:

Sure.

18

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--submit them to whoever

19

gets them so we'll have it on the record.

20

(Mr. Tsujii hands document to Judge Baker.)

21

MR. BAKER:

Exhibits 1 and 2?

22

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yeah, but just let the

23

Board pass them around.

24

and then--so we won't forget to do it.

25

Well, go ahead and mark them,

(Whereupon, Exhibits Numbers 1 and 2

18
1

were marked for identification.)

2

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I'm sorry.

Continue.

3

MR. TSUJII:

Yeah, so D025--Style D-

4

zero-two-five, is the ballot style--Democratic ballot

5

style that does not include the South Ward contest for

6

voters that are 18 years and older.

7

The ballot style D031 is the Democratic ballot

8

style for 18 years and up voters; that does include the

9

South Ward contest.

10

The precinct officials did not realize at that

11

time that they had ballot style D031 in their supplies,

12

and so they had been simply issuing D025.

13

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

So

15

MR. TSUJII:

South Ward

16

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--the city council

18

MR. TSUJII:

Correct.

19

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--for that period of time

14

17

no

candidates

from

the--

district--

20

could have been voted for until they learned that there

21

was a different ballot style, and then you started--and

22

so at that point, is that where you get your 31 number?

23

Was that the cutoff point of 31 oop's and then--

24

MR. TSUJII:

That's correct.

25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

19
1

MR. TSUJII:

That's correct.

2

MS. AMOROSO:

What happened to D035?

I

3

thought that was also in the South Ward, the ballot style

4

D035.

5
6

MR. TSUJII:

that's--it's for--not that precinct but for--

7
8

MS. AMOROSO:

It's not for 607, you're

MR. TSUJII:

That's correct.

saying.

9
10

D035 is a ballot style

It was for

a different precinct within the South Ward.

11

MS. AMOROSO:

Okay.

12

MR. TSUJII:

That ballot style which I

13

have here as well--if you don't mind, I'd like to just

14

go ahead and submit all of the affected ballot styles for

15

identification.

16

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yeah.

Yeah.

17

MR. TSUJII:

And that way, you can

18

compare the different ballots.

19

it may have been possible that with D035 there was a

20

different

21

that's--or the contest that's on ballot style D031.

22

but D035 did not affect precinct 607.

23

precinct within the South Ward.

24
25

contest,

The D035 is on top.

different

MS. AMOROSO:

to the

ballot

So

style
So,

It was a different

I'm curious.

I know there

was a box; one of the poll workers found the correct

20
1

ballots after it was--Mr. Larson's folks realized that

2

he wasn't on the ballot.

3

know what happened there?

4

systems issue and a systems error.

Why were they hidden or do you
I mean that, to me, is a

5

MR. TSUJII:

I really--

6

MS. AMOROSO:

You don't know.

7

MR. TSUJII:

I really don't.

8

MS. AMOROSO:

Are you planning to do a

9
10

root cause analysis to see what happened or have you done
that already?

11

MR. TSUJII:

I guess to give you an

12

idea, I can describe to you the chain of custody process

13

of when the precinct chief judges pick up the ballots

14

from the elections office and then transport them to the

15

precinct.

16

There is a chain of custody form.

I did not

17

bring a copy today, but when they come in to pick up

18

their supplies and the ballots, they--we have all of the

19

ballot styles associated with that precinct listed on

20

their chain of custody form, and they're required to

21

verify that they are supplied with those ballot styles,

22

and they're to sign off on that chain of custody form

23

before leaving the elections office.

24
25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Both by number and--both

by the identification number of the ballot style and the

21
1

number they receive.

2

MR. TSUJII:

Yes, the quantity, yes.

3

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

And they're provided a

4

receipt for this.

5

MR. TSUJII:

That's correct.

Ballot

6

style identifier number and the quantify of each ballot

7

style.

8

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

Good.

9

MR. TSUJII:

And these ballots, they're

10

printed and they come in packs of 100, and they're

11

shrink-wrapped in packs in quantities of 100.

12

how we're able to know the quantities.

13

So that's

But again, when they come to pick up their

14

ballots and their supplies, we have the chain of custody

15

form along with those specific numbers listed, and we

16

have them open up the box to verify that those ballot

17

styles and the quantity are supplied to them.

18
19

And then they sign off on the form and proceed
to their polling place for election day.

20

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

And then when they get to

21

the polling place and they're shrink-wrapped, that they-

22

-what do they do with them?

23

according to ballot style, and here's a pile and a pile?

24
25

MR. TSUJII:
precinct.

Do they put them on a table

It varies from precinct to

Some will keep it inside the ballot box.

Some

22
1

will separate them and lay it out on a table.

2

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Just speculating, is it

3

possible they just looked at them and thought they looked

4

close enough and they thought it was the same ballot but

5

it wasn't?

6
7

MR. TSUJII:

Based on pure speculation,

it could be that ballot style D031 was underneath D025.

8

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

That's what I'm thinking.

9

MR. TSUJII:

And they just saw D025--

10

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yeah.

11

MR. TSUJII:

--and thought "Democratic

12

ballot style," so.

13

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yeah.

14

MR. MALCOLM:

Ms. Strach, how many

15

counties have a ballot on demand?

16

doing that?

17
18
19

DIRECTOR STRACH:

Is Buncombe still

We probably have about five

or six counties that use it at some point.
MR. MALCOLM:

In theory, I know.

And we

20

wouldn't be talking about this issue if Forsyth had

21

ballot on demand.

22
23

DIRECTOR STRACH:

If they had it in every one

of their precincts.

24

MR. MALCOLM:

Yes, ma'am.

25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Could I see those two?

I

23
1

just want to kind of see how close they look alike.

2
3

Does Buncombe have it in

DIRECTOR STRACH:

They don't have it in every

every one?

4
5

MR. MALCOLM:

one of their precincts.

6

MR. MALCOLM:

No one does.

7

DIRECTOR STRACH:

No.

8

MR. MALCOLM:

They only have it at the

10

DIRECTOR STRACH:

On the--right.

11

MS. AMOROSO:

That's another issue I was

9

one.

12

thinking about that I wanted to amend myself particularly

13

for a second primary, but it does not--it's not cheap.

14

I don't know what the numbers are, but we had to test the

15

counties.

16

Buncombe was one of them.

It went very well.

Do you have anything else to add, Director?

17

Because we have the facts before us in the record, so we

18

would like to, I guess, hear from--any other questions

19

or from the parties, make their case?

20

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Why don't we hear from the

21

protester or his counsel first?

22

order to do this.

23

I assume that's the best

I'm not--since he's making the motion.

MR. LARSON:

24

John Larson.

25

the election by six votes.

Good morning.

I am the protester.

My name is

I am currently losing

That really is not
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1

particularly why I'm here today.

2

a little background of how this started, so you

3

understand.

4

Let me give you just

On March 15th, at about a quarter till 8:00 or

5

ten till 8:00 in the morning, one of my workers arrived

6

at the Shepherd's Center precinct and received from our

7

workers there some information that indicated that people

8

were coming out that said they did not understand the

9

ballot; that it seemingly had no position at all to vote

10

for either Carolyn or myself as candidates for the South

11

Ward C.

12

She went inside then and began to make

13

inquiries about--and this was about 8:15 or so, and

14

discovered that in fact the packet of D031 or whatever

15

that ballot type was had not been opened or was being

16

distributed and only the 025 was being distributed.

17

At that time we had no idea as to how many

18

ballots had been given out.

19

problem was.

20

had seemingly immediately corrected it at the precinct

21

themselves.

22

We didn't know how deep the

We simply knew there was a problem.

They

We then raised the issue with Tim Tsujii and

23

his staff about this problem.

He took it very seriously

24

and with I think incredibly due diligence on a very short

25

time period because this question was not really raised

25
1

until the canvasing got into the process.

2

And over the last week or so he has, I think,

3

attacked it with professional aggressiveness, and we have

4

no complaints at all about that.

5

What seems that has been revealed is increasing

6

as he's worked and worked for different precincts, the

7

problems seem to have surfaced more and more and more

8

prevalent, and although it seems to reside largely within

9

the Shepherd's Center precinct--

10

MR. BAKER:

Is that 607?

11

MR. TSUJII:

That's 607.

12

MR. BAKER:

Thank you.

13

MR. LARSON:

It has spilled out into

14

some of the other precincts as well.

15

yesterday four voters were identified who were given

16

Ballot 025 that should have had 031.

17

know, these figures, we think, are valid, and we

18

appreciate the work that it's taken to extract the exact

19

problem.

20

As late as

And even today, you

What we end up with is a couple of distinct

21

areas.

22

the opportunity to vote for either Carolyn Highsmith or

23

for John Larson for city council because the wrong ballot

24

was given out to them.

25

One is apparently 31 voters who were not given

And we seemingly have now 12 voters who did
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1

cast ballots in the election that were not authorized to

2

do so.

3

where we are now, as of this morning, after going through

4

a week or more of these deliberations, and I think that's

5

basically where we are.

6

And that seems to be the rub or the basis of

And so I'll be glad to answer any questions.

7

I know I do have legal counsel here to help me understand

8

the legal aspects of what's going on, but as a layman

9

who's had no experience particularly in this aspect of

10

election process and hadn't anticipated doing this, this

11

is what I know currently.

12

MS. AMOROSO:

Let me ask you just

13

quickly.

14

through the whole record.

15

got Republican ballots; that was the wrong party

16

altogether.

17

Nine were unaffiliated and they got the wrong D ballot.

18

That came to 26.

19

The numbers have changed, okay, since I've read
Originally we had three people

Fourteen got the wrong Democratic style.

And four voters got the South Ward D ballots

20

they should have gotten a D025, and those were not

21

retrievable.

22

curious where--now you're saying 12 cast that were not

23

authorized.

24
25

So I--we ended up with 30.

I'm just

Where is that coming from?

MR. LARSON:

Ms. Secretary, I wish I

could answer that, but I'm going to have to defer.

27
1
2

MS. AMOROSO:

Okay.

I'm trying to get

my numbers right.

3

MR. LARSON:

Absolutely.

And it has

4

been a moving target for the last week as more and more

5

precincts have been revealed.

6

on it even last night as we were getting e-mails on it.

7

So I think he was working

So this has been a very--and in part, in

8

honesty too, this has been a very fast-moving train in

9

order to get it in front of you in a timely manner, and

10

I would express my appreciation for your willingness to

11

address this matter, to allow us to look at it before--

12

and leave the June 7 primary on the table as a viable

13

option which we needed to do this week if that was going

14

to happen.

So I appreciate that.

15

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Just before you sit--

16

MR. LARSON:

Yes, sir.

17

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

--are you suggesting that

18

this may go beyond 31 ballots or voters when you--I hear

19

you saying that there's some possibility that other

20

precincts were affected by this.

21

MR. LARSON:

I think from what I can

22

tell from the correspondence I have and the literature

23

that's been given to me and Mr. Tsujii, that he has done

24

a thorough reconciliation and accounting of all 11

25

precincts.
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1

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Well, let me just ask Tim.

2

MR. LARSON:

Sure.

3

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Is this it?

MR. TSUJII:

Right.

4
5
6
7

I mean is 31

it?
So I can explain

the sequence of events with the changing of the-CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you, Mr. Larson.

I

8

do want to get a clarification if we're looking at 31 or

9

31 plus something.

10

MR. TSUJII:

Absolutely.

In our initial

11

due diligence for this issue, this matter, we were

12

initially asked to look into 607, precinct 607, which is

13

the Shepherd's Center, and a couple of other precincts

14

that were identified by the candidate Ms. Highsmith.

15

So initially it was just those particular

16

precincts, and so by canvas we had done a certain amount

17

of due diligence for a certain number of precincts, but

18

it got to the point where by last night, I just had to

19

go and do the full due diligence of all 11 precincts

20

within the South Ward.

21

To the best of our abilities and my knowledge,

22

in terms of the South Ward precincts, yes, we've

23

completed--

24

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay, that answers--

25

MR. TSUJII:

--our audit.

And so that
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1

number that's provided to you today is the final number,

2

yeah.

3
4

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I just wanted to hear that.

MR. MALCOLM:

Were there any--tell me

Thank you.

5
6

the next closest election in Forsyth with a difference,

7

when?

8

MR. TSUJII:

Okay.

9

MR. MALCOLM:

Give me your best estimate.

10

Was there a race there where somebody won by 30 votes?

11
12

MR. TSUJII:
offhand.

I do not know right

That's something we could look up immediately.

13

MS. AMOROSO:

And just say like 100.

14

DIRECTOR STRACH:

I think there was one race

15

that was like a difference of a little over 100.

16
17

MR. TSUJII:

I believe 59 votes in the

Northwest Ward primary.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

So the Northwest Ward which

19

is not part of this protest, not part of what's in any

20

documents, but what you just--make sure I've got it

21

right--where you've done your due diligence, and your

22

phrase was "to the best of your ability," up until last

23

evening, you've only looked at the South Ward.

24
25

MR. TSUJII:
correct.

That is correct.

That is

30
1
2

MR. MALCOLM:

You know what's in the back

of my mind.

3

MR. TSUJII:

Sure.

I do.

4

MR. MALCOLM:

Tell me how many of those

5

101 ballots that I've read outside the four corners of

6

what you submitted that didn't have a postmark were in

7

this ward.

8

MR. TSUJII:

It was--

9

MR. _____:

Four.

MR. TSUJII:

It was four?

10

I do know

11

approximately less than ten, but I don't have that exact

12

number.

It was a very minimal number.

13

MR. MALCOLM:

Okay.

14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Well, I think counsel for

15
16

Mr. Larson was getting ready to speak.
MR. HOYT:

We have affidavits

17

pertaining to the 607 precinct that I did submit

18

electronically, but I have the original affidavits here.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

We'll accept--I've seen

them, but we'll take them and mark them exhibits.
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 3
was marked for identification.)
MS. AMOROSO:

Could you do me a favor,

sir, just say your name for the record again.
MR. HOYT:

William Hoyt, H-o-y-t.
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1

MS. AMOROSO:

William.

2

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

3

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Highsmith, are

you represented or are you representing yourself?

4

MS. HIGHSMITH:

I'm representing myself.

5

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Okay.

6
7

We'd like to hear

from you, please.
MS. HIGHSMITH:

If you've seen what I have

8

submitted, I have an introduction, I have a statement of

9

facts, and I have a summary of argument.

And I just

10

wanted to make some remarks about--well, let me just

11

start from the beginning and if you all want to ask any

12

questions--I am asking the North Carolina State Board of

13

Elections to uphold the 324-16 certification of the

14

results of the Winston-Salem city council South Ward

15

Democratic primary, as canvased by Tim Tsujii, the

16

director of elections, and then certified by the three

17

members of the Forsyth County Board of Election when the

18

small number of incorrectly distributed ballots was

19

considered acceptable human error given the large voter

20

turnout for the Winston-Salem city council South Ward

21

Democratic primary or approximately 0.006 percent of the

22

total 4,052 certified votes.

23

Now, I am dealing with the 26; that's all I

24

have to deal with.

I did not get the extra numbers until

25

last night of the 31 and the 12.

So I'm--that's what I'm
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1

basing my figures on.

2

Again, in the close outcome of the primary

3

race, it would acceptable to proceed with a recount as

4

initially requested by Mr. Larson, and that the outcome

5

of this recount should be the final and certified result

6

for this city council South Ward Democratic race.

7

I have a statement of facts.

I'm not going to

8

go into that. I just wanted to give you a very self

9

explanatory about we began on election day up and through

10

the process.

I do want to--I do recount my experience

11

with what happened at the Shepherd's Center on election

12

day.

13

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Please.

14

MS. HIGHSMITH:

I arrived at 9:00 a.m., so

15

they have said that they were trying to resolve this

16

issue around 8:15 a.m.

17

campaign workers who have arrived.

18

I was there to meet one of my

And I was immediately approached by Ms.

19

Patricia Isingot (phonetic), a campaign worker for the

20

John Larson city council campaign, and she informed me

21

that she had arrived shortly--around 8:00 a.m., and there

22

had been complaint from one or two voters coming out from

23

the Shepherd's Center that the two--that they had not

24

seen the South Ward city council race on their ballots,

25

and that she on her own initiative had gone into the
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1

Shepherd's Center, talked with the chief judge, and that

2

was when they found that the South Ward city council

3

race--I think that's the D031--ballot had not been

4

opened, so it had not been distributed.

5

She did tell me at that point in time that the

6

chief judge realized they had--that 53 voters had voted

7

from 6:30 to whenever Ms. Isingot went in there.

8

there was a total of 53 voters in the Shepherd's Center

9

who had voted, and then there was some percentage that

10

So

had either voted for me or Mr. Larson.

11

I asked if it had reported to the Board of

12

Elections.

13

anything about trying to get--identify those voters

14

within the 53 and bringing them back in to vote?"

15

she said, no, she didn't know anything about that.

16

She said yes.

I said, "Are they doing

And

So at that point in time I assumed that in the

17

chaos of election day both of us had lost those votes

18

because of what appeared to me to be a system-wide error

19

at that--because one of the things you need to realize

20

about these 11 precincts, these are all the border

21

precincts that are split between wards, and so their

22

system itself is going to create errors compared to the

23

internal precincts that have no split precincts between

24

wards.

25

So I knew that Shepherd's Center was a split
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1

precinct from the South Ward and the Southwest Ward, the

2

same way with Ward Elementary and the same with Griffith

3

Fire Station.

4

precincts and consulted with those election officials

5

saying, "Do you have all the ballots out?"

6

yes.

7

So I personally went to those two

And they said

I don't know whether the other candidate did

8

that, but I did do that.

9

Winston which is way out in the border because we have

10

I did not go to the 404 East

a small percentage of voters there.

11

MR. MALCOLM:

Ms. Highsmith.

12

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Uh-huh (affirmative).

13

MR. MALCOLM:

What do you mean by your

14

comment that because these were all outer precincts--

15

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Well, I mean--

16

MR. MALCOLM:

Hold on.

17

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Okay.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

--that you expected there

19

to be--wards where you expected there to be errors.

20

do you mean by that?

21

MS. HIGHSMITH:

What

When I went--because I

22

understand that by canvasing all the South Ward, that you

23

have portions of the South Ward voting--you have a

24

portion of voters in the South Ward voting at the

25

Shepherd's Center, and you also have a portion of the
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1

Southwest Ward voting at the Shepherd's Center.

2

So therefore they have to have ballots for both

3

wards, and you've seen the number of ballots that they

4

have to have.

5
6

MR. MALCOLM:

They have to have a number

of ballot styles.

7

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Right, right.

8

MR. MALCOLM:

But get to the point of it;

9
10

what do you mean you expect there to be errors?

Help me

with that.

11

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Well, in just understanding

12

human nature and the confusion of voting, when voters are

13

confused and your volunteers are confused, when I heard

14

about this, my logical association was, oh, my goodness,

15

if this is happening here, it could happen at Ward

16

Elementary; it could happen at Griffith; and it could

17

happen at James Latham or it could happen at the 404,

18

Heritage Center.

19
20

MR. MALCOLM:
you?

So is that acceptable to

Are the errors that were--

21

MS. HIGHSMITH:

No.

22

MR. MALCOLM:

--apparently made

23
24
25

acceptable?
MS. HIGHSMITH:
errors are acceptable.

I don't think any of these
In fact, I think we have system
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wide problems because I would allege that if we had this

2

many errors in the South Ward, you have the same errors

3

in all the other eight wards in the county.

4

So it's a system-wide error in that regard.

5

And the fact that I went to--I went to Ward Elementary

6

and Griffith, and Griffith said, "Look, we have 13

7

ballots here."

8

you have human error, is--you know,

9

be--I mean, and I'm talking about voter responsibility

10

here, but the election worker has to be very astute to

11

pick up that ballot and hand it out correctly.

12

at the Shepherd's Center they hadn't even gotten it out

13

of its, you know, plastic wrap and put it out.

14

Well, because they're paper ballots and
are

they

going to

Although

So--but given that, I, as a candidate, was

15

accepting that as a logical loss, not that I approved of

16

it because we had a meeting with--in my statement of

17

facts, I had a meeting with several of my campaign people

18

on March the 18th, with Mr. Tsujii, going over the same

19

problems.

20

I was appalled knowing that incorrect ballots

21

were given out, and he said--I said, "How can we fix

22

this," because he was saying that was acceptable human

23

error at that point in time until the Larson campaign

24

started, you know, asking for more and more information.

25

And he said, "Really the only way it to change
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the way we do the elections in north Forsyth County,"

2

like--basically like having one--the system that we use

3

for early voting is electronic with a printout because

4

then you could actually trace the voter to the ballot.

5

So I had had those discussions.

But then

6

pursuant to General Statute 163 and 182.10(c)(2), I am

7

alleging that my rights have been violated as a candidate

8

because, as he said, they were trying--the Larson

9

campaign was trying to get a fast train out of the

10
11

station.
Well, I was second station in the sense that

12

as the certified winning candidate, I was not permitted

13

to make any public statements about John Larson's

14

election protest in the preliminary hearing that was

15

scheduled on Friday, April the 1st.

16

And I also did not--and I also allege and can

17

prove that I did not get timely--information in a timely

18

manner in the sense that they have been working very

19

closely with Mr. Tsujii and acquiring all the--you know,

20

more and more data, and I only found out about the 26

21

names after the--during the preliminary hearing.

22

only able to get my first copy of that information after

23

that election--I mean after that hearing.

24
25

I was

Then yesterday after 5:00 p.m. they did the
final dump.

So I didn't know anything about the 12
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names.

2
3

MR. MALCOLM:

But they're asking all

those questions because they were the losers.

4

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Well, I know.

I know.

So

5

in that regard--and the other thing is they had also told

6

me that because they couldn't--they told me I could not

7

speak in that, I--

8

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Who is "they"?

9

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Well, actually it was Mr.

10

Tsujii who told me and he told another one of my campaign

11

workers by phone that I could not--I did not have

12

standing in the preliminary hearing, so therefore I could

13

not make any public comments.

14

According to G.S. 163-162, "Conduct at the

15

hearing.

16

hearing from any person with information concerning the

17

subject of a protest.

18

hearing was given, if present, shall be permitted to

19

present evidence."

20

The county board may receive evidence at the

Any person to whom notice of

And I was told I could not make any comments

21

in the preliminary hearing or in the--at that time they

22

thought, a full hearing.

23

received a call at 3:00 p.m. on Friday afternoon from

24

Joshua Lawson, the general counsel, who was informing me

25

about this hearing.

That was countermanded when I
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And he told me--and so I asked him, "Can I

2

present my side of the story at this hearing?"

3

said, "Sure.

4

want."

5

And he

You can call witnesses, do whatever you

What--and I said, "Does that also apply at the

6

local level in the preliminary hearing and any full

7

hearing?"

8

to back it up.

9

it seems to be.

10

And he said yes.

And then I found the statute

So I'm just saying this is not all that

My next argument is that it looks like we have

11

a system-wide problem, but I am alleging that there is

12

voter responsibility in questioning an incorrect ballot

13

for voting, and both the election workers and the voters

14

become part of the human error made in any election.

15

Although any error or irregularity should be

16

unacceptable, according to the Forsyth County Board of

17

Elections, statistically insignificant human errors are

18

factored in when evaluating and certifying the election

19

process in any given election.

20

As such, the final check of the election

21

process is the actual voter; that is, the actual voter

22

should be the final check in determining whether that

23

voter received a correct ballot for voting.

24
25

It is the general premise that voters are
coming with intent to vote for certain candidates
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representing certain voting districts.

2

voter has the right to question the validity of any

3

ballot that the voter views to be a wrong ballot with the

4

chief judge in any voting precinct.

5

should be considered the final check in the voting

6

process.

7

As such, any

Therefore, the voter

And I go to the law, General Statute 163-

8

166.7(a), the voter education information, where each

9

county is supposed to provide sample ballots, instruction

10

for how to do provisional ballots at the precinct site.

11

That's not--that's in addition to information that they

12

had received in the mail and online where they have the

13

sample ballot.

14

So from the--so it's incumbent on every voter

15

to be aware of their rights and procedures of the voting

16

process, given that this information is made available

17

in the voting precinct on election day, also prior to

18

election day, and as I said, in the various measures on

19

websites, printed materials, et cetera.

20

From the information gathered from the John

21

Larson election protest, especially in the 607 precinct,

22

there appears to be--the South Ward voters who are in his

23

protest (unintelligible) appear to have accepted and

24

voted incorrect ballots without registering any form of

25

complaint or concern with the chief judge of their voting
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precinct.

2

as they left, and then they left.

3

in and voice any complaint.

4

They only registered it to the Larson campaign
They did not go back

And then the rest of the voters that they're

5

mining through the data here that they say have had their

6

rights violated and have not voted in this campaign, none

7

of them have filed any form of election protest that they

8

did not receive a correct ballot.

9

So instead only these voters as documented

10

appear to have--sent only--so that's my point there.

11

And then I gave you an Exhibit B in your

12

recommendations.

13

the 26 names that were given to me, I actually went

14

online.

15

showing their voter history, because what I was looking

16

at is only two people made any comments about the

17

incorrect ballots.

18

I have a printed copy, but I act--on

I looked them all up.

I printed them off,

And then--and now I thought, well, are these

19

all new people voting or is this the general population?

20

So what I found out of the 26 voters, 85 percent, or 22,

21

had previously voted in between three--the 37 of

22

different elections.

23

in either zero or one.

24
25

And only four of the 26 had voted

And so therefore, a large percentage who
received the incorrect ballots on March the 15th in the
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South Ward Democratic primary had voted in enough

2

previous elections such that they also must shoulder

3

considerable responsibility for not questioning or

4

continuing to vote an incorrect ballot before leaving the

5

voting precinct.

6

Therefore, it is the conclusion of all parties

7

involved that 26 voters--it is the conclusion that 26

8

voters--I mean I'll conclude that--received incorrect

9

ballots on March the 15th.

10

However, prior to voting the wrong ballot, each

11

of those 26 voters had the opportunity to review their

12

ballots and return to the poll worker with their concerns

13

prior to alerting the Lawson campaign workers after they

14

had voted the wrong ballot.

15

So, therefore, pursuant to General Statute 163-

16

182.13(a)(2), eligible voters were not in statistically

17

significant numbers to change the outcome of the election

18

because they were not prevented from voting, given that

19

these voters share the responsibility for seeing that

20

they received and voted on the correct ballot assigned

21

to them.

22

And given the responsibility of each voter in

23

ensuring that he or she is the final check when receiving

24

and voting incorrect ballot, there is no real evidence

25

that this small and statistically insignificant number
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of voters should be permitted to recast their votes in

2

order to significantly alter the certified results.

3

MR. MALCOLM:

What do you mean by that?

4

MS. HIGHSMITH:

What what means?

5

MR. MALCOLM:

Read that sentence again.

6

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Well, I--

7

MR. MALCOLM:

No, just read the sentence.

8

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Okay.

9
10

responsibility of each voter in ensuring that he or she
is the final check when receiving and voting"--

11
12

"Given the

MR. MALCOLM:

Not that part.

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Okay.

The next

one.

13

"There is no real

14

evidence that the small and statistically insignificant

15

number of voters should be permitted to recast their

16

votes."

17

MR. MALCOLM:

Are you disputing that

18

there was a minimum of 26 voters,

19

31--

perhaps

as

many

as

20

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Right.

21

MR. MALCOLM:

Are you disputing that as

22
23

being factually accurate?
MS. HIGHSMITH:

No, I'm not--I'm not saying

24

that they did not receive the right ballot.

I am saying

25

that because they also share a responsibility to vote and
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to look at the ballot that they are voting on, they also

2

share in that error, and because 4,052 people voted in

3

the South Ward on this election, if you add the 31

4

voters, onto the 4,052, it's still less than one percent.

5

And that's why I'm saying we need to have a recount.

6

MR. MALCOLM:

7

(Crosstalk)

8

MR. BAKER:

9

outcome of the election.

10

MS. HIGHSMITH:

If you were--

--it enough to change the

Well, no, it's not--I mean

11

what I'm saying is--if you had your thirty--if you had

12

your 31 voters and you add them to the total vote--I'm

13

not saying I know how people were going to vote on this;

14

I'm just saying you look at the total amount of people

15

who voted--can I get the--let me continue with my

16

argument because I want to go to the argument on why I'm

17

saying that.

18

This is in relation to--what I'm trying to

19

argue here is that when I received the election protest,

20

they said they wanted to either have a special voting

21

session set up for these people who didn't get to vote

22

or they wanted a re-election, or a new election, and I

23

don't know when they--on their appeal there's only this

24

county, the fact that you can legitimately get these

25

people together and they haven't been biased by the media
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2

and all that, and that's my next argument.
The identified voters with incorrect ballots

3

are not eligible to recast their votes.

4

hear that argument, unless that's moot because pursuant

5

to G.S. 163-182.12, how does the state Board of Elections

6

define a known group of voters who were given--who were

7

giving incorrect ballots as eligible to recast their vote

8

more than two weeks after an official canvas, whether

9

that be three votes, 24, 300, or 1,000.

10

If you want to

Then I--pursuant to the General Statute 163-

11

182.12, the state Board of Elections may authorize a

12

county Board of Elections to allow voters to recast their

13

votes during a period two weeks after the canvas.

14

And I'm alleging that that--because the canvas

15

occurred on March the 24th, tomorrow is two weeks.

16

so the time frame has elapsed for any of these voters

17

having a special--a recast of their vote because they may

18

not get to vote in the South Ward.

19

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

And

Are you saying that

20

statistically if the percentage of defective votes or

21

ballots is small enough, we should--

22

MS. HIGHSMITH:

That shouldn't matter,

23

because of the volume--and that's--because of the volume

24

of votes, and that's where--

25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Well, what about the idea
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of one person, one vote,

2

as--

3
4

MS. HIGHSMITH:

MR. MALCOLM:

6

We'd give them

7

the--

9

no vote

counts

much

Well, I mean the question

We wouldn't nullify them.

the opportunity

MS. HIGHSMITH:

to go

right

back in

Well, I know that, but as

we've said earlier today, if we had a new election, it

10

automatically drops 23 to 25 percent.

11

voters are not going to come back out and vote.

12

as

is are you going to nullify 4,052 voters.

5

8

and

MR. MALCOLM:

So those 4,052

Other than if we resort to

13

what you just said; what you've been arguing primarily

14

is that voters have a responsibility to educate

15

themselves and--

16

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Right, right, right.

17

MR. MALCOLM:

--go vote.

18

MS. HIGHSMITH:

And that's what I'm saying;

19

they have a responsibility to check their ballots.

20

the data used from that ballot--they--they are not

21

necessarily losing their chance to vote.

22

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

So

Well, let me--when I was

23

a first-time voter, when I was 18 years old, 40-some

24

years ago, I called up a respected lawyer whose brother

25

had been elected to a number of offices and asked him who
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he thought I should vote for, and a lot of people have

2

done that to me.

3

And even when I walk into the precinct, if I

4

haven't done a huge amount of due diligence, there's

5

always a name or two or a bond package or something that

6

I'm not familiar with.

7

So I think I'm sort of disagreeing with your

8

idea that if a voter has not educated themselves on every

9

person, that's just too bad.

I don't know that there's

10

any legal obligation for anybody to just not walk in--

11

they can just walk in--

12

MS. HIGHSMITH:

No, I'm not saying--excuse

14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

A voter can walk in and

15

vote for anybody they want.

16

they are; they don't have to know anything about them,

17

and that happens, and that's a perfectly lawful vote.

13

18

me.

They don't have to know who

And the fact--what I hear you suggesting that

19

we impose some obligation on the voters to take a lot

20

more time to educate themselves than really happens, and

21

there's a lot of people that go vote that really--they

22

probably vote for a lot of people they don't know.

23

just, for whatever reason--so I'd ask you to kind of wrap

24

this up in about a minute because--

25

MS. HIGHSMITH:

They

Okay, and I want to get to
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my last argument.

2

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Because I want to hear from

3

Tim on one issue before we start, but if you could finish

4

this up and let me--

5

MS. HIGHSMITH:

But all I'm saying in

6

relationship to what we just said is that there is--there

7

is some voter responsibility.

8

these voters realized they had an incorrect ballot except

9

for two shows that they're--that they are--and that none

The fact that none of

10

of them have filed any protest that they got an incorrect

11

ballot says something to the fact that they were either

12

not aware of this race or it was not in their frame of

13

reference.

14

The other thing is I will say alternatively

15

they should have gotten--I mean it should be the

16

expectation that every voter gets the correct ballot, but

17

let me finish with my final argument because that really

18

gets to the crux of all that because that was more--I was

19

arguing about the recast of votes.

20

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

21

point and

22

get--

23

try

to do it

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Okay, let's hear your final

in about a minute

Okay.

so we can

The extremely small

24

group of voters receiving incorrect ballots in comparison

25

to the total number of certified 4,052 votes cast in the
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March 15th South Ward Democratic primary should not fit

2

the criteria for eliciting a new primary election.

3

Pursuant to General Statute 163-111(a)(1),

4

determination of primary results, the March 15, 2016,

5

(unintelligible) South Ward primary fits the definition

6

of a substantial plurality, and Carolyn Highsmith shall

7

remain the certified winner since she received and was

8

certified as receiving the highest number of votes on

9

March the 24th.

10

And substantial plurality is this:

In the

11

nominee for a single office is to be selected in a

12

primary and there's more than one person seeking the

13

nomination, the substantial plurality shall be

14

ascertained by multiplying the total votes for all

15

aspirants by 40 percent.

16

Now, when you multiply 40 percent times 4,052,

17

you come up with 1,620.8, and I round it off to 1,621;

18

meaning that both John Larson and myself have substantial

19

plurality.

20

Then in your statute it says, "Any excess on

21

the sum so ascertained shall be declared the nominee."

22

So if two candidates receive a substantial plurality, the

23

candidate receiving the highest vote shall be declared

24

the nominee.

25

Therefore, both city counsel candidates
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received a plurality, but I was certified as receiving

2

the highest number of votes, and at that time all of this

3

was considered human error that was not significantly--

4

statistically significant in the outcome of this

5

election.

6

And for example, the North Carolina General

7

Assembly changed the Winston-Salem municipal elections

8

in 2013 from odd years to the even years when we had

9

presidential and statewide elections in order to help

10

elicit greater voter participation in the Winston-Salem

11

municipal elections.

12

For example, in September 2009, 447 people

13

voted in the South Ward primary; in September 2013,

14

1,085.

This is the first time we've had it in a--

15

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Can we--

16

MS. HIGHSMITH:

And all I'm saying is

17

there's been a huge increase, 273 percent and 800 percent

18

increase in voter participation.

19

that in the context of the small number of voters who

20

received incorrect ballots and where this voting

21

irregularity is being cast as an egregious error, that

22

this statistically irrelevant irregularity should

23

precipitate--should not precipitate a new election.

24
25

So all I'm saying is

Instead, and I would say, it's all about
political power in Winston-Salem in the fact that I'm
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representing the average grassroots voter and he

2

represents the political elite, and that's why it's come

3

down to this challenge.

4

So therefore, in conclusion, since both the

5

Forsyth County director of elections and the Board of

6

Elections on March the 24th said that the number of

7

incorrectly distributed and voted ballots--they said that

8

in the public record at that time--was statistically

9

insignificant and was within the acceptable range of

10

error, the certifying election votes.

All I'm asking is

11

that you respectfully uphold that March 24th

12

certification.

13

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you.

14

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Thank you.

15

MS. AMOROSO:

Director Tim, are either

16

of the candidates incumbents, or their first time--

17

MR. TSUJII:

First time.

18

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Yes, my first time.

19

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All right, I have one more

MR. HOYT:

Can I ask Ms. Highsmith one

20
21
22

over--

question concerning her first point?

23

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

If you can make it brief.

24

MR. HOYT:

Ms. Highsmith, did you have

25

everything--all the information that you needed on March
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1st when you were told by--

2

MS. HIGHSMITH:

March 1st?

3

MR. HOYT:

April 1st.

I'm sorry.

4

the hearing on April 1st, four and a half days before

5

the--

6

MS. HIGHSMITH:

I had not gotten a copy of

7

his election protest, and I did not know any of the

8

materials until I went to the preliminary hearing.

9
10
11
12
13
14

On

MR. HOYT:

Which was on April 1st.

MS. HIGHSMITH:

But I was not permitted to

make any public comments.
MR. HOYT:

Okay.

How were you

prejudiced by anything that happened before April 1st?
MS. HIGHSMITH:

Because he--at that point

15

I was trying to argue because y'all have taken that out

16

of your appeal, that y'all wanted to get these 30 voters

17

or 26 voters, you know, to recast their votes specially,

18

and also having a hearing that I thought that was tainted

19

because he had access to all those voters names before

20

I ever saw those names.

21
22
23

MR. HOYT:

Is there anything that you

can't argue the this board now because-MS. HIGHSMITH:

I can't argue the 12--the

24

12 supposedly people who--that were added late last

25

night, I don't really understand that.
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MR. MALCOLM:

Would you come up, sir?

2

Would you come up since you're asking questions.

3

going to turn the tables.

I'm

Were you there?

4

MR. HOYT:

My name is William Hoyt.

5

MR. MALCOLM:

Were you at the preliminary

7

MR. HOYT:

Yes, I was.

8

MR. MALCOLM:

Did they look at her and

6

9
10

hearing?

tell her--do you know whether they looked at her and told
her she couldn't speak?

11
12

They did not, to my

MS. HIGHSMITH:

I was told that by phone

knowledge.

13
14

MR. HOYT:

and I have a corroborating--

15

MR. MALCOLM:

Hold on, hold on.

16

MR. HOYT:

I did not hear anyone ask

17

her if she would like to speak, I don't think.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

As a matter of fairness,

19

would you agree that if she sought to speak, since Mr.

20

Larson was allowed to speak, wouldn't you--would you,

21

and--

22
23

MR. HOYT:

I would agree that she

should have been allowed to speak if she wanted to speak.

24

MR. MALCOLM:

25

any questions for you.

Thank you.
I don't.

I don't have
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CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All right,

3

MR. TSUJII:

Yes.

4

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I'm going to ask that same

2

5

I

want

Tim

to--

question to Tim.

Are you aware--

6

MR. TSUJII:

Yes.

I am.

7

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

So you or anybody in your

8

organization--did anybody tell her that she didn't have

9

the right to speak?

10

MR. TSUJII:

I did in my conversation.

11

So my basis was on 182.10, that the preliminary

12

consideration was involving the protester, and to--for

13

the local board to determine probable cause, and that

14

making the sole basis of that preliminary consideration

15

that no other parties, and in fact Mr. Hoyt and Mr.

16

Gilkeson will also attest that I told them the same

17

thing; that Mr. Larson would be presenting the matter

18

before the local board based on the information that was

19

in 182.10.

20
21

MR. MALCOLM:

it say in .10 that the protester--

22
23

MR. TSUJII:
specifically say it.

24
25

Where does it--where does

MR. MALCOLM:
say it--

Well, it doesn't
Right, right.
You darn right it doesn't
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MR. TSUJII:

You're right.

2

MR. MALCOLM:

--because I've dealt with

3

it for six years, and I sat them down every time and told

4

them to keep their mouth closed.

5

happen, based on my interpretation, is you're supposed

6

to frame the protest in a four corners of the protest

7

form and make your argument.

8

says either party are allowed to speak.

9

MR. TSUJII:
referenced the protester.

11

protester.

13

MR. MALCOLM:

MR. TSUJII:

And does it say they're

But they have to--they have

to--they have to speak to seek probable cause.

16
17

Well, it mentions the

allowed to speak?

14
15

There's nothing in .10 that

And so it specifically

10

12

What's supposed to

MR. MALCOLM:
-show me that, Tim.

18

Show me, if you wouldn't-

I want to--

MR. TSUJII:

And I'll read it to

19

everybody.

20

soon as possible after the protest is filed, meet to

21

determine whether the protest substantially complies with

22

162-182.9 and whether it establishes probable cause to

23

believe that a violation of election or an irregularity

24

or misconduct has occurred.

25

182.10(a)(1), "The county board shall, as

"If the Board determines that one or both
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requirements are not met, the Board shall dismiss the

2

protest.

3

in the State Board of Elections.

4

The Board should identify both the protester

"The protester may file an amended protest or

5

may appeal to the State Board.

6

that both requirements are met, it shall schedule a

7

hearing."

8
9

So it doesn't--you're absolutely correct; it
does not say what the protest is in regards to.

10
11

MR. MALCOLM:

It does not--the protest

is in fact the document that they file.

12
13

If the Board determines

MR. TSUJII:

That Mr. Larson did file

with me; that's correct.

14

MR. MALCOLM:

In retrospect, would you

15

recommend to your chairman that only one side be allowed

16

to speak?

17

MR. TSUJII:

So I did consult with our

18

local attorney of the proceedings that were to take place

19

with this preliminary consideration, and so I did express

20

to him that Mr. Larson would be the sole individual that

21

would be presenting the matters of the protest till after

22

the Board has--to seek probable cause.

23

So it was on that basis, and yeah, I--but

24

you're asking--and everybody--what everybody is saying

25

is correct, and I understand what you're--what you're
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implying.

2

MR. MALCOLM:

I'm looking at the order

3

that was signed by your Board in our information, and

4

it's on Page 4 of 77, and also provided to us is a copy

5

of the meeting minutes which for us starts on Page 8.

6

These are draft minutes, I guess, because technically--

7

MR. TSUJII:

That's correct.

8

MR. MALCOLM:

And nowhere in there

9

starting on Page 8 just like you referred to subparen

10

(1), it says they're supposed to do two things:

11

Determine whether it substantially complies with 182.9

12

and whether it establishes probable cause.

13

So in the four corners of the order and in the

14

four corners of the meeting minutes, what was the

15

probable cause?

16
17

MR. TSUJII:
of those unidentified voters.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

19

order.

20

that as well.

21
22

25

It doesn't say that in the

Where does it say in the order--maybe I missed
Where does it say in the order--

MR. TSUJII:

When you're referring to

the "order"--

23
24

It was based on the fact

MR. MALCOLM:

I'm referring to the order

MR. TSUJII:

--you're referring to the

here.
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motion seeking assumption--

2

MR. MALCOLM:

Yeah,

I'm

referring

to

3

the--where in the order does it say what establishes the

4

probable cause?

5

receiving the wrong ballot or not receiving a ballot.

6

It doesn't even talk about 26 voters

MR. TSUJII:

7

draft meeting minutes?

8

MR. MALCOLM:

9

them.

You're referring to the

I'm referring to both of

Show me in both--

10

MR. TSUJII:

I do know that the draft

11

minutes--it's not all inclusive of all the complete

12

discussion that was had during the--we did provide the

13

audio file of preliminary consideration.

14

MR. MALCOLM:

What's the official record

15

in Forsyth County as it relates to the county Board of

16

Election?

17

Is it the meeting minutes or the recording?
MR. TSUJII:

18

could be provided.

19

first and foremost.

20
21

It's--we have both that

The--I would say the meeting minutes

MR. MALCOLM:

When the N&O makes the

request, what do y'all turn over, or the local newspaper?

22

MR. TSUJII:

Everything that--

23

MR. MALCOLM:

You turn over your

24
25

recording?

Do you turn over a recording?
MR. TSUJII:

If it's requested.
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2
3
4
5

MR. MALCOLM:

Okay.

Do you see--do you

understand my point?
MR. TSUJII:

I totally understand.

Absolutely.
MR. MALCOLM:

I've never seen an order

6

prepared without at least one scintilla or one reference

7

to one factual--

8

MR. TSUJII:

Right.

9

MR. MALCOLM:

--whatever the argument is.

10

MR. TSUJII:

Right.

11

MS. AMOROSO:

What about--and you're

12

looking at Page 4 of our docket.

13

not--it does say "A known group of voters was given an

14

incorrect ballot style."

15

information, from where you're sitting.

Number 6,

is

that

Obviously there could be more

16

MR. MALCOLM:

Yeah, and--

17

MS. AMOROSO:

But it doesn't state that,

18
19

and there were attachments.
MR. TSUJII:

Right.

What you're

20

referring to is supplement to the draft minutes, and so

21

for the purpose of this protest, we wanted to provide

22

everything that we had available.

23

Obviously the meeting minutes that you're

24

referring to, Mr. Malcolm, is not substantial enough and

25

fully complete, but, you know, we--
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MR. MALCOLM:

2

looking for, Rhonda, by the way.

3

something in the meeting minutes that said, "As per the

4

attachment," or "as per the list."

5

And that's what I was
I was looking for

MS. AMOROSO:

I think it says that here

7

MR. MALCOLM:

Seven what?

8

MS. AMOROSO:

I'm on--on the order, I

6

9

under 7.
On the order?

believe, on Page 4.

10

MR. MALCOLM:

Yes.

11

MS. AMOROSO:

Right?

12

MR. MALCOLM:

Yes.

13

MS. AMOROSO:

Right, and so we have 6

14

and then 7.

15

incorporated herein."

I'm looking at it.

"Relevant documents are attached hereto and

16

MR. MALCOLM:

And is that the attachment?

17

MR. TSUJII:

The motion to seek

18
19
20
21

assumption, yes.
MS. AMOROSO:

Does that satisfy what

you're looking for?
MR. MALCOLM:

If that's the attachment,

22

but I don't--that's what I'm asking.

23

that the attachment?

24
25

MR. TSUJII:

Is that the--is

Is that the facts to support-In fact the bottom of the

draft minutes that you're looking at should list at the
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very bottom the A420 attachments that are--should be

2

included with that--

3

MR. MALCOLM:

Do you see that?

4

MR. TSUJII:

I may be mistaken.

5

MR. MALCOLM:

And it's not really--

6

MR. TSUJII:

It's not important for us

7

to list that.

8
9

I don't.

MR. MALCOLM:

And it really--it's not

germane to the out--it's not going to affect my vote on

10

where I think it should go.

11

that.

12

I prepare--I assume the motion we're going to prepare

13

today, one way or another, is going to have some factual

14

reference.

15

I just--I've never seen

I've never see, you know, some reference to--like

MR. TSUJII:

Right, right.

Yeah, you're

16

inquiring about the fullness of the minutes that are

17

provided, and yes, I will say that I do support your

18

claim that is it incomplete or it's insubstantial.

19

MR. MALCOLM:

20

weeks on the job, huh?

21
22

MR. TSUJII:

You sound like--wow, four

Well, ten years with

Guilford County and then four weeks here in Forsyth.

23

MR. MALCOLM:

Wow.

24

MR. TSUJII:

And I have been involved

25

with election protests before but not at the state level.
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MR. MALCOLM:

Sure.

2

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

If there's anybody that

3

hasn't spoken already that would like to speak, let me

4

know because otherwise I'm going to open this up for

5

discussion.

6

MR. GILKESON:

Yes, sir.

May I?

I'm

7

representing Mr. Larson, and I would like to make a final

8

statement if that's okay.

9
10

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yeah.

MR. GILKESON:

I'm Bill Gilkeson,

11

representing Mr. Larson.

12

errors affecting more then seven times the number of

13

votes it would take to change the outcome of the South

14

Ward city council primary.

15

Highsmith and Mr. Larson at canvas was six votes.

16

In this case acknowledged

The difference between Ms.

According to Mr. Tsujii's testimony this

17

morning, wrong ballots affecting the South Ward race were

18

given to 43 voters.

19

everyone has, we have been trying to follow the changing

20

numbers, and we apologize for the numbers--the numbers

21

that you received from us earlier are not the same as

22

now, but like Ms. Highsmith, we received the results of

23

the final audit last night.

24
25

We have been trying to keep up--as

We'd like to--these numbers, the difference
between the 43 and the six more than justifies the State
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Board of Elections to order a new election, and Mr.

2

Larson respectfully asks the state board to do so.

3

We would--from Mr. Tsujii's testimony this

4

morning, 31 citizens who were eligible to vote in the

5

South Ward Democratic primary were given ballots that did

6

not let them vote in that race, and 12 voters who were

7

not eligible to vote in the South Ward race were given

8

South Ward ballots.

9

The statute about new elections, 163-182.13,

10

authorizes the state board to order a new election if it

11

finds one or more of four things to be true.

12

is that ineligible voters sufficient in number to change

13

the outcome were allowed to vote in the election and it

14

is not possible

15

ballots--it is not possible from examination of the

16

ballots to determine how those ineligible voters voted

17

and to correct the totals.

18

to tell

from examination

The first

of the

The 12 ineligible voters that Mr. Tsujii

19

testified got South Ward ballots, for those people it's

20

not possible to know from examining the ballots how they

21

voted and to correct the totals because the ballots are

22

not retrievable.

23

So the first justification for a new election

24

is clearly applicable since 12 incorrectable ballots are

25

sufficient to change a six vote election.
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The second justification for a new election in

2

the statute is that eligible voters sufficient in number

3

to change the outcome were improperly prevented from

4

voting.

5

The 31 eligible voters who were given the wrong

6

ballots, not including the South Ward race, were

7

prevented from voting.

8

the six vote total between the candidates.

9

Thirty-one is much greater than

Ms. Highsmith this morning seems to be saying

10

that those 31 voters were somehow at fault for getting

11

the wrong ballots because they should have realized that

12

the ballots were wrong and should have reported the error

13

to precisely the right authorities in time to correct it.

14

But election law is complicated.

It's even

15

more complicated when it involves districts that split

16

precincts.

17

those complexities and voters are not.

18

for voters to rely on election officials to get things

19

right.

20

Election officials are trained to navigate
It's reasonable

Years ago North Carolina adopted the innocent

21

voter rule.

It was stated in a New York case early 20th

22

century, and State Supreme Court Justice Sam Ervin quoted

23

that case in the North Carolina case of Owens vs. Chaplin

24

in 1948.

25

which permits the disenfranchisement of innocent voters

He said this:

"We can conceive of no principle
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for the mistake or even the willful misconduct of

2

election officials in performing the duties cast upon

3

them."

4

The object of elections is to ascertain the

5

popular will and not to thwart it.

6

election laws is to secure the rights of duly qualified

7

voters and not to defeat them.

8
9

The object of

So to remedy the problems in this case we
submit that a new election is the best approach.

The

10

state board also has the authority in the appropriate

11

case to allow a known group of voters to recast their

12

votes.

13

G.S. 163-182.12 permits this where a known

14

group of voters was given an incorrect ballot style.

15

That must be done within two weeks of the canvas with a

16

window that ends tomorrow.

17

tomorrow's deadline, we agree with Ms. Isingot that this

18

is not the appropriate case for that remedy.

19

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Even if it could be done by

Is that because of the 12

20

votes that--ballots that were given to people that were

21

not authorized to vote.

22

wrench in the works here that you can't--that maybe if

23

we just said, okay, there's 26 or 31 votes that were

24

given incorrect ballots and we can identify those, then

25

maybe we can even be considering that, but with the 12

That to me seems to be the
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votes that were given to unauthorized people, I don't

2

think we have any way to identify them.

3

MR. GILKESON:

Right, exactly.

4

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I don't--I think that

5

throws out--okay, well, I appreciate it, and you've made

6

some good points.

7

one last chance to speak for about a minute if you want

8

to follow up with what Mr. Bills (sic) has just told us,

9

and--

10

I would like to offer Ms. Highsmith

MS. HIGHSMITH:

I still reiterate that the

11

substantial plurality should be the determining factor

12

here.

13

rights, and that a certain--we see--let me clarify again.

I'm still saying I understand that the voters have

14

On March the 24th we canvased.

At that point

15

in time Mr. Tsujii already knew that there were about 24

16

at the Shepherd's Center that had gotten incorrect

17

ballots.

18

insignificant amount to be factored in.

19

At that time he considered that a statistically

Just like the 592 provisional ballots that were

20

discarded, 101 was absentee ballots that were discarded,

21

plus other

22

those--I'm putting the 31 voter--those 31 incorrect

23

ballots in that same frame because that was how it was

24

framed to me.

25

technical ballots

that

were

discarded,

I also think that because of a large turnout,
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that we have more than a substantial plurality; that the

2

acceptable remedy is to do the recount of the certified

3

votes that we have.

4
5

Okay.

Thank you.

All

MR. BAKER:

May I ask Ms. Highsmith

right--

6
7

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

just one quick question?

8

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yes, sir, Judge.

9

MR. BAKER:

Ma'am, I think probably we

10

are in agreement, although I don't think there's any

11

formal action by this board, that if Mr. Larson was

12

allowed to speak at the preliminary hearing at the county

13

level, then you should have been allowed to speak too.

14

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Right.

15

MR. BAKER:

I would just ask you--you

16

have been given now at least two opportunities to speak

17

to this board.

18

to present to this board that you would like to?

19
20

Is there anything you've not been able

MS. HIGHSMITH:

No.

I mean everything is

in my--in the written, and--

21

MR. BAKER:

And I have read every word

23

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Right, right.

24

MR. BAKER:

We all have it.

25

MS. HIGHSMITH:

The only thing that I've

22

of it.
The only--
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thought of is that part of the reason for a recount is

2

that we had a end vote of 2,029 and 2,023, and that's

3

less than one percent.

4

the 31 to the 4,052, you get to 4,082.

5

than one percent.

6

And based on the 31, if you added
It's still less

So we still need--we need to do a recount,

7

meaning that the total amount of votes here, no matter

8

what they would be, if they all went to him, it would

9

still be less than one percent, and I would want a

10

recount.

11

And so that's why I think the certified vote

12

should stand and that the remedy is a recount and not a

13

new election.

14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you.

15

MR. MALCOLM:

So zero-zero--I heard you

16

say it a couple of times.

Zero-zero-five-nine--

17

MS. HIGHSMITH:

Right.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

--is what you want us to

19

adopt as being acceptable.

20
21

MS. HIGHSMITH:
insignificant.

22
23

MR. MALCOLM:

So where do you want us to

stop on that?

24
25

Statistically

MS. HIGHSMITH:
for--

I mean that's what I asked
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MR. MALCOLM:

No, I'm asking you.

If you

2

want us to adopt zero-zero-five-nine, if you were us,

3

where would you want us to stop?

4

acceptable?

5

Is zero-zero-eight-zero

Zero-zero-one?

MS. HIGHSMITH:

I don't know that.

I can

6

tell you this:

I would say that if these votes were

7

greater than one percent, meaning that there is a--that

8

there were that many mine votes from the errors, to be

9

greater than one percent, so there would be no recount,

10

then, yes, you really are changing the outcome of the

11

election.

12

the point-zero-zero-six.

13

But we don't have that many votes, and that's

I'm leaving to your judgment and all the

14

elections you've ever seen before as to--because it's not

15

in the law, and all I'm saying is I'm--this has been a

16

learning process, but I lean toward the fact that 4,052

17

people were certified votes.

18

1,000 voters, and so that's why the incorrect ballots of

19

31 I consider a part of that.

20

don't like all those people being excluded, but that's

21

the process.

22

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

We already excluded almost

Do I like that?

Thank you.

No, I

At some point

23

I think I'm going to Josh what our options are here, but

24

I think before I do that, I would like for the board

25

members to sort of give us your thoughts if you would
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like.

2

Judge, everybody's looking at you.

3

DR. KRICKER:

I have a few thoughts on

5

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Go ahead, Doctor, please.

6

DR. KRICKER:

First of all, can you tell

4

this.

7

me, was--what is this story about discarded ballots.

8

Yes.

9
10

Is there-CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Chairman.

MR. TSUJII:

Sure.

Are you referring

11

to disapproved ballots or--because there were no ballots

12

that were discarded.

13
14
15
16
17

DR. KRICKER:

That's what I was asking.

MR. TSUJII:

There were ballots that

Okay.

were disapproved by our local board.
DR. KRICKER:

Okay.

Okay.

I just wanted

18

to get that out, that there were not any ballots

19

discarded, but simply disapproved--

20

MR. TSUJII:

Correct.

21

DR. KRICKER:

--because of ineligibility

22
23

to cast the ballot or cast the ballot in that race.
The--I think that, first of all, clearly an

24

error on the part of the board that changes--the error

25

that would change the outcome of an election has to be
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remedied, and clearly that would mean a new election.

2

My other thought though is that in order to

3

avoid these problems, that our staff could hopefully work

4

with some of the county boards to have a scanning

5

procedure to avoid these kinds of problems.

6

And also that it would help to staff the

7

elections on election day such that the poll workers

8

could do that and also I think, you know, you've only

9

been in this county for four weeks, but I think some

10

kinds of guidelines for staffing and training would

11

probably be very helpful.

12

But that being said, clearly a remedy cannot

13

be that people recast ballots because 12 people actually

14

voted and--

15

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I agree with that.

16

DR. KRICKER:

--and their ballots are

17
18
19

irretrievable.
CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

That one left--that cow's

left the barn.

20

DR. KRICKER:

Yeah.

Thank you.

21

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Anybody?

22

MS. AMOROSO:

I'll make a few comments.

23

I know Forsyth has been before us in the past.

24

have been some issues down there, I'm sorry to say.

25

There

What I see here is a systemic problem that's
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not to blame a poll worker here or a poll worker there,

2

and I think you will have your work cut out for you, and

3

as I mentioned earlier, I think you need--Director, you

4

need to perform a root cause analysis if you haven't

5

already done so, to see what happened at the Shepherd's

6

Center and why it happened and figure out a method to

7

prevent that from happening going forward.

8
9

You're not the only one in the state that we
have problems like this.

It comes up quite often.

But

10

the idea is to get it fixed and to make it work the next

11

time so you're not back before us again.

12

In light of the six votes, it is possible; Ms.

13

Highsmith, you--we call a re-election, a new election;

14

you could end up getting more then a six vote margin.

15

So I don't--to me, again, I think because we have 31

16

votes and the margin is six, that in the past we have

17

ordered a new election because we cannot retrieve any of

18

those ballots.

19

So I'm inclined to order a new election, and

20

the reason we put this expeditiously is to get this on

21

for a June 7th--with the June 7th primary.

22

save the county money for one thing, instead of having

23

a stand-alone election.

24
25

That will

So I'm open to hearing the rest of the folks
here.
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CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Well, I want to amplify

2

what my colleagues here have said about finding some

3

percentage that's acceptable error, and I know what that

4

percentage is; it's zero.

5

And I appreciate the effort that Ms. Highsmith

6

made to convince us that there is some small enough

7

margin of error that we should be willing to accept, and

8

I respectfully disagree with that point although I

9

commend you on raising it.

10

I also agree that because the 12 ballots were

11

given to people that weren't authorized to vote, that

12

that kind of knocks one possible remedy out which was

13

just to recount the 31 votes or to re-vote the 31 votes

14

or the 26 votes.

15
16
17

So that's--you all kind of see where I'm
headed.

Joshua.

Judge.

MR. BAKER:

Mr. Chairman, I think

18

situations like this continually show us the value of

19

each individual voter, and we only need go back to the

20

2000 presidential election to know that a few hundred

21

votes in millions and millions cast, that can be a

22

significant number when the difference can change the

23

outcome of an election.

24

I would agree that there could be an acceptable

25

error as far as the outcome of an election goes, and that
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can be when the number of ballots cast that are in

2

dispute or that weren't cast that should've been cast

3

that are in dispute would not be sufficient to change the

4

outcome of the election, but when--there's no need to

5

order a new election; in other words, when you have such

6

a small number that it wouldn't make any difference when

7

you look at it.

8
9

But when you have an election with six votes
differing the winner and the loser and there are--whether

10

it's 26 or 31 or whether it's seven or even six, the

11

difference then is sufficient to change the outcome of

12

the election.

13

It is certainly true, as Mr. Highsmith has

14

stated, that the 31 votes is less than one percent, maybe

15

point-zero-zero-seven or so, or zero-zero-six or zero-

16

zero-five-nine, certainly less than one percent of 4,052

17

or so votes cast, but that was enough to change the

18

entire election, so it's certainly significant.

19

And we can't--we can't say, well, that's human

20

error and that's okay because the election could be

21

entirely different and then we are defeating the entire

22

principles of democracy if we're willing to say that the

23

election's okay even though it may have gone a different

24

way because some voters didn't get the ballots they

25

should have gotten.
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We can't say that the voters themselves have

2

the responsibility--they must shoulder the responsibility

3

when an election doesn't occur on a--they may have a

4

certain responsibility, but that can't be the determining

5

factor in whether this board takes action or not.

6

I'm certainly leaning the way other individuals

7

who have spoken their will.

8

excess of the margin for the change of the outcome of the

9

election, and I don't know what else we could possibly

10
11

The number of voters was in

do then but order another election.
An election is logistically viable since there

12

is an election scheduled for June 7th, and I think that

13

would be the appropriate relief and really the only

14

relief that we can have.

15

It's again the situation where the importance

16

of every single vote is shown.

An election can be

17

decided by just a few votes, and when you have a

18

situation like that and then when you have a situation

19

where that number were not allowed to vote or were voting

20

improperly, then the election is tainted, and the

21

election must be re-held.

22

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you.

Joshua.

23

MR. MALCOLM:

There's a couple of things,

24

as I read the information in advance and as I've heard

25

folks' presentation today, that stood out to me on this
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matter.

2

One of which, to be honest with you, I'm

3

probably more dumfounded by the local board's decision

4

to not allow her to be heard.

5

reasons, one of the reasons I think so highly of our

6

chairman is because I've never seen a person go to a

7

greater extent to allow people to get whatever they think

8

they have on their chest off their chest so it could be

9

heard by us.

10

One of the--among other

And I would suggest to the extent that your

11

chair and your board that's not here, that y'all discuss

12

that, and that would be my recommendation.

13

need to go one way or the other.

14

in Lumberton we were pretty tight with the reins; we just

15

didn't hear from anyone unless it was in a document.

I think you

Like I said, back down

16

If you're going to treat--especially in this

17

case, I mean I'm looking over here at this side; these

18

are some pretty sophisticated folks, two lawyers, helping

19

our--helping him out and she's--

20

MS. HIGHSMITH:

All my myself.

21

MR. MALCOLM:

Yeah, and there's nothing

22

wrong with that.

I would probably be in the all-by-

23

myself category as well, but we really--at least it's my

24

view that we want to give people an opportunity to be

25

heard.
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Secondarily, I've never--I've never heard

2

anybody make an argument like you, Ms. Highsmith.

3

That's--you might think about going to law school.

4

That's a very unique argument, and that's part of the

5

reason I asked you that question is what the number

6

should be.

7

But I don't--to me it's the vote--it's much

8

like we said in the Pembroke protest, I want to know the

9

will of the people.

10

I want the folks in this

municipality and this precinct to be heard.

11

And it sounds like in numerous instances that

12

exceed the number of the votes that you have, they have

13

not been heard, and it's up to them whether they want to

14

come back--if we decide the order a new election, to come

15

back on June 7th.

16

of you all to get them out including educate them.

17

It's going to be up to obviously both

So I couldn't see adopting, ma'am, your

18

position that we should just certify it and turn a blind

19

eye and disenfranchise collectively--when I say "we,"

20

because we're part of Tim and what they're doing.

21

can't be part of that, in my opinion, disenfranchising

22

so many voters who were not allowed to cast their, quote,

23

"opinion."

24

election to coincide with the June 7th primary.

25

We

So I'm going to be voting to order a new

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All right.

Well, somebody
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make a motion because I'm hearing the will of the board

2

already, but we've got to make it official.

3

MR. BAKER:

Mr. Chairman, I would make

4

a motion that the information being before the board that

5

there was a very small margin of--between the two

6

candidates, that the number of voters in excess of the

7

margin were improperly prevented from voting, that the

8

remedy for a new election that's logistically possible,

9

that a new election for the South Ward of the Winston-

10

Salem city council be held at the June 7th date.

11

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you.

13

MR. MALCOLM:

Second that.

14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you.

15

MR. LAWSON:

Mr. Chairman.

16

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yes.

17

MR. LAWSON:

If it's possible to add to

12

Do I have a

second?

18

the motion, something indicated that the rest of this

19

protest is moot.

20

on the county level.

21

MR. BAKER:

22
23
24
25

There are still three counts proceeding

I'll add that to my motion.

If Mr. Malcolm wishes to second that, then-CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

In other words, the other

motions go out the window.
MR. LAWSON:

By granting the ultimate
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remedy--

2
3

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Yeah, that means everything

else is gone.

4

MR. LAWSON:

Right.

5

MR. MALCOLM:

To include the statutory,

6

the right she--he has--the recount prevents--extinguishes

7

that.

8

MR. LAWSON:

It does.

9

MR. MALCOLM:

I'm agreeable to that.

MR. BAKER:

All right.

10

My motion will

11

include then that the other matters be considered moot

12

since a new election is being ordered.

13
14

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All right, we have an

amended motion; we have an amended second.

15

MR. MALCOLM:

Yes, sir.

16

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I don't think there's any

17

more reason to discuss.

18

aye.

All in favor of the motion say

19

(Unanimous vote in the affirmative.)

20

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

21

(No response)

22

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Opposed?

Motion carries unanimously.

23

I just want to take one moment to say how much I

24

appreciate the effort of Mr. Larson and Ms. Highsmith to

25

run for political office.

It's obviously a thankless job
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and it's a tough job, and no matter what you do,

2

somebody's going to think you're doing it wrong, but it's

3

because of people like you that we're here and we're

4

willing and able to give our time for people that are

5

also willing to commit to good government.

6

And when I sat down early on with my law

7

partner Sydnor Thompson, and he says, "It's not what part

8

you're in; it's that you care about good government,"

9

that was the best political advice I got, and that was

10
11

30 years ago.
So I'm glad that you two care about good

12

government.

I wish you the best in your re--in the re-

13

primary, whatever we want to call it, and I thank you and

14

all your counsel and colleagues for being here.

15

And having said that--

16

MR. MALCOLM:

Can I ask one question?

17

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Absolutely.

18

MR. MALCOLM:

I wanted to--especially

19

Rhonda and I are the only ones, but all of us, and Dr.

20

Kricker, this whole thing with these 101 ballots--now

21

that we're done with that, this whole thing with these

22

101 ballots, that, to my understanding, came in a day

23

after--the day after--

24

MR. LAWSON:

Brian Neesby's in the back.

25

MR. MALCOLM:

Brian, what's that--what's
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the answer to that?

2

MR. NEESBY:

3

up.

4

styles.

5

(unintelligible) look that

I haven't looked up for those particular ballot

MR. TSUJII:

I can address it.

It was

6

101 ballots, absentee ballots that were returned the day

7

after election day.

8
9

MS. AMOROSO:

Do they have the postmark?

Is this the ones without the--

10

MR. TSUJII:

Without the postmark.

11

MR. MALCOLM:

Yes.

12

MR. TSUJII:

Without the postmarks.

13

MS. AMOROSO:

Yeah, we've been here

14

before on this--

15

MR. MALCOLM:

I know we have.

16

MS. AMOROSO:

--about the post office

17
18
19

actually doing their job properly.
MR. MALCOLM:

But I guess that's--and now

that we're--

20

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

That's optimistic.

21

MR. MALCOLM:

But I guess, you know, if

22

this protest had not come here today, I'm not trying to

23

prejudge anything, but if all this had not happened today

24

and the question I'd asked him earlier and he would've

25

said 25 vote should've been cast in this and the United
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State postal service did not do their job, there's a

2

pretty strong likelihood that you could've--somebody

3

could've gotten me to--that was an irregularity that

4

affected the outcome of this election.

5

So I think--I say that to say especially for

6

the judge and Mr. Whitney, y'all might want to go back

7

and educate yourself on that, maybe talk to Josh and Kim

8

so you can go back and look at the decision I think we

9

made two and a half years ago; is that right, Rhonda?

10

Dr. Kricker, we dealt with this--we talked

11

about this, and I don't--I say that to say I don't know

12

if we need to talk about it again because I think if we

13

ignore it, it has the potential to have some pretty

14

particular ramifications in the near future; i.e.,

15

November.

16

So we can either ignore it or talk about it and

17

agree we're going to stay there.

18

DR. KRICKER:

19
20

I think that we need to

talk about it for the June 7th elections.
CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

So I would entertain any

21

kind of information that y'all two want to share with

22

the Judge and me about the history of this issue and

23

we'll look at it, and it sounds to me like this could be

24

a telephonic meeting.

25

I don't think we're going to have to have a
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hearing for that one, but we certainly have time between

2

now and the June 7th primary, and I'm entertaining

3

anything.

4

a consistency in terms of the precedence we are setting

5

so that we're not handling one county different from

6

another.

7
8
9
10

I want to see what y'all have done.

DR. KRICKER:

We need

And then a memo is going

to need to go out to the counties regarding this issue.
CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Well, I think the five of

us meet first and decide what we want to say.

11

DR. KRICKER:

Yes.

12

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

And then Kim and Josh can

13

get it out.

14

DR. KRICKER:

Exactly.

15

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

I'm on board with anything

16

that counts more votes, legal votes.

17

MR. HOYT:

Can I put in my two cents?

18

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All right.

19

MR. HOYT:

We looked at this issue as

20

to whether or not we would protest that issue, and the

21

state statute, of course, explicitly requires a postmark.

22

However, that statute was written some years ago when the

23

post office was actually franking all mail.

24

purpose of the statute seems to be to ensure that nobody

25

votes after the primary day is over.

And the
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And in this case the mail all arrived the next

2

day with properly postmarked mail, and it was obviously

3

just the procedure of the post office not franking all

4

the mail.

5

of the statute is now shown when the mail arrives

6

promptly enough that it can be an assurance that the vote

7

was taken in a timely fashion and not waiting to see what

8

the outcome is and mailing the ballot in.

9
10

And so my argument would be that the purpose

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Is the post office

postmarking anything differently from how they--

11

MR. HOYT:

I think that is correct,

12

and I have not--I see him nodding behind you.

13

now without postmarks on it, and we've been told that the

14

post office is not as diligent about franking the mail

15

as they used to be.

16

MR. MALCOLM:

17

not as diligent.

18

efficiency measures.

19

I get mail

Well, it's not that they're

It's that's probably one of their

MR. HOYT:

That's my two cents.

I

20

think that some change could be made, but it is in the

21

state law.

22
23
24
25

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Can you only vote absentee

by mail; you can't Fed Ex something or-MS. AMOROSO:
different obviously.

Your (unintelligible) is
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MR. McCUE:

Yes.

2

be delivered by courier service.

3

the mail.

4

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Absentee ballots can
Postmarks pertain to

Yeah.

That's why we use

5

courier services and not the U.S. mail.

6

Thank you.

All right.

I appreciate, Counsel, your words there.

7

I would entertain a motion to adjourn.

8

MR. BAKER:

So moved.

9

MS. AMOROSO:

Second.

10

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

All in favor say aye.

11

(Unanimous vote in the affirmative.)

12

CHAIRMAN WHITNEY:

Thank you, everybody.

13
14

______________________________________

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

(Whereupon, the proceedings
concluded at 12:45 p.m.)
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